
305mm / 26AWG/82T/Split Coil Blitzortung H xLoops

 IMPULSE Energy / Time
Lightning impulses don’t Hertz. 

Construction



If you construct these loops strictly following the outline, especially with quality control of the ‘slots’ for 
*depth, *width, *spacing, and the *tightness of your windings (FIRM), then your new “Wheelie” xLOOPS 
should, when ‘unconnected’, standing as a ‘naked’ assembly, have the following specifications:
 ±* (affects the values):                                                                          For Comparison:

Since the resonance and overall gain is very high, the xLoops appear to “effectively” operate much flatter across the 
design specs of the analog amplifer, and present the ADC with much faster and more accurate ‘time duration energy state 
changes’. The Analog Amplifier gain settings likely remain virtually the SAME as you configured for previous antennas.  
YET the impulse energy response time should be faster (better short duration energy data), the S/N ratio should improve 
some, ADC may TRIGGER faster on distant long-time-duration energy bursts (skywaves) with some possible <55µs content 
recovery, and the system should be much more ‘comfortable’ using the standard reference 100mv ADC trigger threshold.

llustration only

INSTALLING
NO TRANSFORMERS on either Reds or Blues.  DO NOT close the jumpers on Blue Preamplifier.
H Fields DO NOT require Outdoor installation... ANYWHERE that’s noise-free. Weather-proofing this build is problematic!

About RG-174: Length from the split-coil can be a couple of meters with no significant delay impact, noise 
induction or signal loss that I’ve noted. (This DOES NOT apply to ferrites - that’s somewhat unpredicable.)

I STRONGLY suggest you run these in MANUAL MODE ONLY. NO Automatics!
We WILL NOT cover the shielded version in this document.    There are very good reasons NOT TO.  Unless you desire to 
experiment with Horizontally polarized impulses on BLUE channel C, there is NO NEED to build a shielded assembly. 

GPS:  Recommend  a ‘warm start’ initialization from ‘tools’ GUI periodically, to ‘resync’ 1PPS, as standard practice, regardless. 

BUT...it’s NOT all about a possible faster trigger. It’s the specific Impulse Energy / Time response. CLICK HERE

Measured Capacitance: 8 pF*
Measured Inductance: 4.1 mH*
Measured DC Resistance: 10 Ω
Computed Resonance: 879 K*
                                               https://circuitdigest.com/calculators/rlc-circuit-calculator

Measured Capacitance 110 pF
Measured Inductance: 15.230 mH
Measured Resistance: 3 Ω
Computed Resonance: 123 K

 Split Coil 305mm 80t Ferrite CSS Thingy 250mm x 7.5mm

The ‘CSS Thingy’ ferrite core loop
antenna is typically 2-4µs faster than
a standard’ construction ferrite core.

The xLoop Split Coil
is 1-4µs faster than
the CSS Thingy!

That begs the question: “Is there potential to improve signal timing, especially on distant, ‘skywave’ received impulses, 
up to 8 µSec, which could equate to “2400 meters” or “2.4 KM” or “1.5 MILES” deviation improvement? Outrageous?

Casual Materials
Heat shrink insulation tubing. .. various colors suggested. Use lowest heat... don’t melt the coil form material.
Elmer’s “Glue-All” / “Elmer’s White Glue” or similar. 
Misc non-conductive tape / both low tack temporary stick while constructing and final permanent.
Vinyl Tape suggested to protect windings and ‘slots’ after completion. Warm it and stretch!

Design / Fabricate / Acquire such mounting and supports compatible with your personal comfort zone.  
Pretty much ANY suitable NON-CONDUCTIVE, NON-MAGNETIC  concept will be fine.

 IMPULSE Energy / Time
Lightning impulses don’t Hertz. 

“I DO NOT seek reception of frequencies 3KHz to 300KHz.
I seek energy events with durations <333µs or >3.3µs.“

--Cutty Sark Sailor
 (Tee shirt available soon from ACME Quantum Clothiers)

This document does not refer to ‘frequencies’ etc. See “Addenda”.

SPECIFIC Materials
No Conductive or magnetic materials!

That includes mounting or support fabrications!
Coil Forms   Round, 12” (305mm) X 2” (50-52 mm) Or Thick enough to  separate 

and support coil windings at 25mm / 1 inch  separation.

26 AWG Wire Solid Copper, Best Quality Enameled Magnet or Coil wire

RG-174 Coax  to preamp. Other types/impedance may affect the performance.

 https://circuitdigest.com/calculators/rlc-circuit-calculator
 https://circuitdigest.com/calculators/rlc-circuit-calculator
https://frankfortweather.us/blitzblitz/SplitCoil/Cuttys_Split-Coil_Build_Addenda_Vshort.pdf


The slots are critical to consistent specs. 
    Two issues here:
1.The hacksaw method will NOT produce a 1/10 inch 
wide slot.
2. The foam is fragile. Winding the loops with too 
much tension will cut, and distort the slot structure.
SOLUTION:
 A jig of 14AWG bare copper wire rigged to your
soldering iron will produce a 1/10” width, and will 
melt and ‘harden the walls and floor of the slot! Just 
gently, slowly, carefully follow the hacksaw slots.
There are other methods to create the slots.  Just 
ensure slots are consistent and the correct sizes.

You didn’t sweep up and discard all
the little styrofoam waste did you?

Elmer’s White Glue or similar, and with the foam waste debris mixed in, makes a neat,
clean filler, repair medium, and a safe ”cement” to ‘Lock” the wires in place at exit points.

(Many sealers and adhesives will destroy the styrofoam)

AVOID VERY HIGH TENSION when winding!
DO NOT ALLOW LOOSE TURNS!
Loops are Firm and tight!

The foam discs are sturdy, and very light weight. I have no doubt you can find expensive, static proof 
lightweight materials.  THIS IS THE BEST TIME TO FIND YOUR DISC CENTERS. (I’m not doing the 
geometry for you). You will then cut two slots around the circumference, approx 3/10” deep approx 
1/10” wide, spaced 1” apart. I made a hacksaw jig for this purpose. Gently, and slowly!  There are 
other ways to accomplish this, of course.



NON-Conductive / NON-Magnetic

I fabricated the mount brackets, etc 
from 1/8” ABS sheet material.

Nylon / Plastic Bolts and Wing Nuts

Supports are attached to base with 
Industrial Grade heavy double-sided 
adhesive tape (Scotch)

The Channel A (System BLUE) is 
movable from 60° to 90° if I choose to  
configure C for Horizontal Polarity.



Impulse energy at any given time: ↑ Impulse with faster energy changes (<55µs) may trigger sooner than a 
similar impulse with slower (>55µs) changes predominant. The two antenna types have similar response  >55µs
and little ‘trigger’ time difference will be noted. ↓ Quality is the overall representation of impulse energy / time.

A Slower Antenna response.

‘Sombrero’  type  smoothing
and additional delays will also be 
result of filter settings or design.



Impulse Energy / Time
    Lightning impulses don’t Hertz.           

An event lasts 16.7ms.
Is it a 60Hz frequency?

 - Cutty
Puzzled?
If your mind 
is open to 
alternative 
thoughts
see:

Cuttys_Split-Coil_Build_Addenda_Vshort.pdf

https://frankfortweather.us/blitzblitz/SplitCoil/Cuttys_Split-Coil_Build_Addenda_Vshort.pdf

